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The Four Pillars of Intellectual property

Copyrights

Trademarks

Patents

Trade Secrets



Copyrights – What do they encompass?

Original works of authorship fixed in a tangible 
medium of expression

Software, writings, lecture, text, sound recordings, 
ad copy, drawings, literature, photographs, 
architectural works

Expression v. idea



Copyrights - Rights

Exclusive right to: 
• reproduce
• prepare derivative works
• publicly display
• publically perform 
• distribute copies

From the moment the work is fixed in a tangible 
medium



Copyright - Ownership

The person who created the work

OR

Vendor v. employee (Work for hire)



Copyrights

COMMUNITY FOR CREATIVE NON-VIOLENCE v. REID, 490 U.S. 730, 751-752 
(1989)

In CCNV, the Supreme Court considered the requirements for "a work prepared by an 
employee within the scope of his or her employment" under section 101 of the copyright act.  
The Court listed the following factors:

In determining whether a hired party is an employee under the general common law of 
agency, we consider the hiring party's right to control the manner and means by which the 
product is accomplished. Among the other factors relevant to this inquiry are the skill 
required; the source of the instrumentalities and tools; the location of the work; the 
duration of the relationship between the parties; whether the hiring party has the right to 
assign additional projects to the hired party; the extent of the hired party's discretion over 
when and how long to work; the method of payment; the hired party's role in hiring and 
paying assistants; whether the work is part of the regular business of the hiring 
party; whether the hiring party is in business; the provision of employee benefits; and the 
tax treatment of the hired party. … No one of these factors is determinative. See Ward, 362 
U.S. at 400; Hilton Int'l Co. v. NLRB, 690 F.2d 318, 321 (CA2 1982).



Infringement

Access + Substantial Similarity

Independent creation – Clean room

Registration



Independent Creation

Testimony from Foray employees where they explain that they observed the use of 
VeriPic's software, but that they never obtained a copy of the software or its source 
code… Evidence showing that it independently created its Image Calibration Utility 
software by at least 2005. …Declaration from its source code expert, Coral Lerche, 
that she reviewed the source code for Foray's Image Calibration software as it was 
archived in 2005 and as it exists in its current version. … Undisputed evidence 
before the Court shows that Foray independently created its Image Calibration Utility 
software by at least 2005, which is well before the time that VeriPic asserts the 
accused software was modified. …  Accordingly, the Court grants summary 
judgment of plaintiff's claims for copyright infringement.

Kwan Software Eng'g, Inc. v. Foray Techs., LLC, 110 USPQ2d 1637, 
1649 (N.D. Cal. 2014)



Fair Use

the purpose and character of the use; 

the nature of the copyrighted work;

the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and 

the effect of the use upon the potential market for, or 
value of, the copyrighted work.



Remedies

Damages

Injunction to prevent further infringement of a copyright

Statutory damages

Attorneys fees

Impounding and disposition of infringing articles

Copyright owners actual damages and any additional 
profits of the infringer

Possible criminal sanctions



Term of Rights

Works made for hire 
– 95 years from the date of publication or 120 years from 

creation, whichever is longer.

Typically - life of the author plus 70 years. 



Transfers

Written

Record



Copyrights

Questions?



Trademarks

Trademarks: word, symbol, name, or device adopted 
and used to identify and distinguish goods and services 
from competitors.

Purpose: tell purchaser product/service will be of the 
same quality as other product/service purchased under 
the same trademark.

Function: 
– Source indicator 
– Symbolize goodwill 



Types of Trademarks and examples

Word (KODAK, iPOD, Starbucks)

Design

Slogans (Don’t Leave Home Without It, Ultimate Driving Machine)

Shapes (Coke bottle)

Color (pink insulation from Owens-Corning)

Sound (NBC chimes)

Smell (yarn)



Types of Trademarks

Arbitrary or Fanciful – No relationship to the goods: distinct 
and strongest

• Exxon, Kodak

Suggestive – Requires a leap of imagination from the mark to 
the product

• Jolt Cola, Ray-Ban Sunglasses

Descriptive – Describes a characteristic or quality of the goods: 
requires  secondary meaning

• The Weather Channel, Pizza Hut 

Generic – Identifies the product.  Not protectable.
• Became generic:

– Aspirin (US), Linoleum, Escalator, Thermos



Trademark Usage

Trademark rights are acquired by proper use.

DO’s: 

– Use as adjective with a generic term

• iPod MP3 music player

• Kleenex facial tissue

• Band-Aid adhesive bandages

– Use distinctive font, caps or bold font

– Use proper trademark notice (® / ™)

DON’TS:

– Use as a noun

– Pluralize

– Make possessive

– Use as a verb



Trademark Search

Knockout search of USPTO records and internet 
(common law) 

Comprehensive Search Reports
– Federal registry, state trademark, business names, internet, domain 

names, trade journals, publications, social media, Madrid, etc.

International Search Reports
– Regional and/or national registries 



Trademark Filing 

Registration not necessary to acquire trademark rights

Benefits of registration
– Presumption of validity of exclusive right to use nationwide 

– Public notification of ownership

– Right to bring action in federal court 

– Right to use ® 

– Serves as basis for filing in foreign countries 

– Right to record with customs 

Registration can be based on use or intent to use



Enforcement

Cease and Desist Letters 
– Social media and trademark bullying 

Infringement 
– Likelihood of confusion Polaroid factors 

• See Polaroid Corp. v. Polarad Elecs. Corp., 287 F.2d 492, 128 U.S.P.Q. 
411 4 Fed. R. Serv. 2d 81 (2d Cir. 1961) 

False Advertising
– Inaccurate association, endorsement, sponsorship

– Lanham Act § 43(a), 15 U.S.C.S. § 1125



Licensing of Trademarks

In-license or out-license trademark 

Essential Provisions:
– Quality control, scope and term of license granted, territory

– Payment: royalty 

Co-branding 

Avoid unintentional franchise 

Cases and statutes:
– See handout 



Licensing and Quality Control Cases 
and Statutes:

∎ When a trademark owner licenses its marks, it has not only a right, but also a DUTY to 
maintain control over the nature and quality of goods and services sold under the mark by 
the licensee. 
– Lanham Act § 5, 15 U.S.C.S.  § 1055: 

• Where a registered mark or a mark sought to be registered is or may be used legitimately by related 
companies, such use shall inure to the benefit of the registrant or applicant for registration, and such 
use shall not affect the validity of such mark or of its registration, provided such mark is not used in 
such manner as to deceive the public. If first use of a mark by a person is controlled by the 
registrant or applicant for registration of the mark with respect to the nature and quality of 
the goods or services, such first use shall inure to the benefit of the registrant or applicant, as the 
case may be.

– 4 J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition §18: 42-43 (5th ed. 
2017) regarding modern rules and formalities for licensing.

– 4 J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition §18: 55 (5th ed. 
2017) regarding the degree of quality control that is required.  

– Generally speaking, the standard of quality control will vary depending on the licensing 
situation in use in the modern marketplace. 



Licensing and Quality Control Cases and 
Statutes:n (cont)

∎ Gorenstein Enterprises Inc. v. Quality Care-USA Inc., 10 USPQ2d 1762 (7th Cir. 1989) 
– “The owner of a trademark has a duty to ensure the consistency of the trademarked good or 

service. If he does not fulfill this duty, he forfeits the trademark.”) 

∎ FreecycleSunnyvale v. Freecycle Network, 97 USPQ2d 1127 (9th Cir. 2010)
– Held that where trademark owner failed to exercise quality control over licensee (i.e. “naked 

licensing”), trademark owner had abandoned its rights to the mark. 
• “We have previously declared that naked licensing is ‘inherently deceptive and constitutes 

abandonment of any rights to the trademark by the licensor.’ Barcamerica Int'l USA Trust v. Tyfield
Importers, Inc., 289 F.3d 589, 598 (9th Cir. 2002).  ‘Consequently, where the licensor fails to 
exercise adequate quality control over the licensee, ‘a court may find that the trademark owner has 
abandoned the trademark, in which case the owner would be estopped from asserting rights to the 
trademark.’ ’ Id. at 596 (quoting Moore Bus. Forms, Inc. v. Ryu, 960 F.2d 486, 489 (5th Cir. 1992)).” 

– Laid out three-part test to analyze whether the licensing relationship meets the test for 
adequate control (see also McCarthy §18.55 ):

• Does the trademark owner have a contractual right to control the nature and quality of the use of its 
mark?

• Has the trademark owner actually controlled the nature and quality of the use of its mark?
• Has the trademark owner reasonably relied on a licensee to control the nature and quality of the 

use of its mark?



Trademark Bullying Cases

Facebook vs. Designbook

– http://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/2015/06/01/faceb
ook-designbook-trademark-battle/

“Eat Mor Chiken” vs. “Eat More Kale”

– https://www.forbes.com/sites/christinapark/2014/12/15/c
hick-fil-a-fails-to-stop-eat-more-kale-trademark/



Infringement Cases

∎ Polaroid Corp. v. Polarad Elecs. Corp., 287 F.2d 492, 128 U.S.P.Q. 411 4 Fed. R. 
Serv. 2d 81 (2d Cir. 1961)  

– Polaroid Corporation, who was the holder of 22 U.S. registrations, brought an action 
against defendant, Poloard Electronics Corp., for use of the mark POLORAD for radio 
and television units and other electronic devices.  Second Circuit held that several 
factors, no one of which was determinative, were to be weighed in determining likelihood 
of confusion and infringement.  Based on this test, the court determined that while 
plaintiff’s mark was a strong one and the similarity between the marks great, there was 
not enough evidence to support a conclusion of actual confusion. The Polaroid  test for 
infringement has since influenced all other U.S. circuits to adopt similar multi-factor tests 
used in determining likelihood of confusion. 

– The eight Polaroid factors are: 
• Strength of the mark
• Degree of similarity of the marks
• Degree of closeness of the products
• Likelihood that the senior user would expand
• Actual confusion
• Defendant's motive and good faith
• Quality of defendant’s product 
• Sophistication of the buyer class 



False Advertising Cases and Statutes

Lanham Act § 43(a), 15 U.S.C.S. § 1125
∎ Pom Wonderful LLC v. Coca Cola Company, 134 S. Ct. 2228 (2014) 

– Held, at least in the context of false advertising/unfair competition claims, that a label meeting 
the requirements of one federal statute (FDA) does not shield a company from claims of 
violating another federal law (Lanham Act). 

∎ Lexmark Int’l Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc. 134 S. Ct. 1377 (2014) 
– Held that Static Control falls within the class of plaintiffs authorized to sue under §1125(a), 

and adequately pled the elements of a Lanham Act cause of action for false advertising. 

∎ Beastie Boys v. Monster Energy Company, 2014 WL 6845860 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 4, 2014).
– Background: Monster Energy created and distributed a promotional video referencing the 

Beastie Boys and using portions of their songs. 
– Beastie Boys won a $1.7 million jury verdict against Monster Energy for copyright 

infringement and false endorsement claims. 
– Lanham Act claims (jury award of $500,00) 

• Found that Monster Energy used Beastie Boys’ persona without permission, suggesting a false 
endorsement of Monster Energy’s products. 

• Found that Monster intended to deceive consumers regarding Beastie Boys’ endorsement. 

– 2015: Court considered Beastie Boys motion for an award of fees and costs under section 
505 of Copyright act and section 1117 of Lanham Act

• Held that Beastie Boys were entitled to fees in connection with willful copyright 
infringement, but not entitled to fees in connection with violation of the Lanham Act. 



NY Franchise Law

Any business that (1) licenses three or more others to use 
a trademark in connection with the sale of goods or 
services and (2) receives a royalty based on a percentage 
of revenue or a fee in excess of $500 will be considered a 
franchise and will be required to file make franchise filings 
with New York State (offering prospectus and proposed 
franchise agreement).  

– Be aware of Franchise issue.  Do not license three or more to use 
trademarks and do not charge $500 or more for the license



Assignment of Trademarks

Assign mark

– registration and the goodwill associated with the mark

Record assignment 

– with US Patent and Trademark Office or other non-U.S. 
Intellectual Property Office if mark is registered

Maintain chain of title 



Trademarks

Questions?



Patents

United States Constitution, Article 1, Section 8
– “The Congress shall have power ... To promote the Progress of 

Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors 
and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries”

Patent Act 35 U.S.C. §§1-390
– Establishes the USPTO

Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure



What is a Patent?

Right to Exclude Others
– Right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, selling, or 

importing the patented invention in the United States (35 USC §271(a))

– If the invention is a process, right to exclude others from using, selling, 
offering for sale, or importing, products made by that patented process 
in the United States (35 USC §271(g))

– In the case of a plant patent, right to exclude others from asexually 
reproducing the plant, and from using, offering for sale, selling or 
importing the plant so reproduced, or any of its parts, in the United 
States (35 USC §163)

Bargain with the Government
– Limited monopoly in exchange for disclosure to world



What Can Be Patented?

Process 

Machine

Article of Manufacture

Composition of Matter

Improvement of 1-4 above

Distinct and new variety of plant

New, original and ornamental design



What Cannot Be Patented?

Laws of Nature 
– Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Laboratories

(2012)(diagnostic method is not patentable subject matter 
because it claims a law of nature)

Natural Phenomena
– AMP v. Myriad Genetics (2013)(naturally occurring isolated DNA 

is not patentable subject matter) 

Abstract Ideas
– Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International (2014)(adding a generic 

computer to the abstract idea of intermediated financial 
settlements does not make it patentable subject matter)



Types of Patents

Three Types
– Utility - functional aspects of products and processes
– Design - ornamental non-functional designs
– Plant - new varieties of living plants

Term
– The term of a utility patent is 20 years from the earliest U.S. 

filing date on which the patent relies
– The term of a design patent is 15 years from the date of the 

grant
– The term of a plant patent is 20 years from the earliest U.S. 

filing date on which the patent relies



What Makes an Invention Patentable?

Useful and Eligible Subject Matter (§101)

Novel (§102)

Nonobvious (§103)

Bars to Patentability

– Patented

– Described in printed publication

– In public use

– On sale (or offered for sale)

One year grace period in U.S. under certain circumstances



Example Design Patent



Design Patent Claim

“Ordinary Observer” Test – would an ordinary observer, 
familiar with the prior art, be deceived into thinking that the 
accused design was substantially the same as the patented 
design.  Egyptian Goddess v. Swisa (Fed. Cir. 2008)  

Samsung Electronics v. Apple (2016) – $399 million award 
was extent of total profit for entire phone – remanded – article 
of manufacture may be a component of product - District 
Court 2018



Example Utility Patent





Utility Patent Claims



Reexamined Claims



How are Patents Infringed?

What do the claims say?
– Markman v. Westview Instruments (1996)(claim construction is a matter 

for the court)

Three General Types of Infringement:
– Direct - 35 U.S.C. §271(a) whoever makes, uses, offers to sell, sells or 

imports in or into the United States any patented invention
– Actively Inducing - 35 U.S.C. §271(b) whoever actively induces 

infringement of a patent.
– Contributory - 35 U.S.C. §271(c) whoever offers to sell, sells or imports 

in or into the United States a component of a patented invention, or a 
material or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process, 
constituting a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be 
especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such 
patent, and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for 
substantial noninfringing use.



How are Patents Infringed?

Doctrine of Equivalents

– Warner-Jenkinson Company v. Hilton Davis Chemical (1997)

– Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki (2002)



How are Patents Infringed?

Supplying from the United States 
– 35 U.S.C. §271(f)(1) supplies or causes to be supplied from the 

U.S. all or a substantial portion of the components of a patented 
invention . . . in such manner as to actively induce the 
combination of such components outside of the U.S. in a manner 
that would infringe if such combination occurred within the U.S.

– 35 U.S.C. §271(f)(2) supplies or causes to be supplied from the 
U.S. any component of a patented invention especially made or 
adapted for use in the invention and not a staple article or 
commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use 
. . . knowing such component is so made or adapted and 
intending that such component will be combined outside of the 
U.S. in a manner that would infringe the patent if such 
combination occurred within the U.S. 

– Life Technologies v. Promega (2017)(supplying a single 
component abroad not enough for liability)



What Damages May Arise from 
Infringement?

Compensatory Damages (35 U.S.C. §284)
– Lost Profits

No Less than a Reasonable Royalty (35 U.S.C. §284)

Triple Damages for Willful Infringement (35 U.S.C. §284)

Attorney Fees in Exceptional Cases (35 U.S.C. §285)

Design Patent – Extent of Total Profit (35 U.S.C. §289)

Limitations

– 6 Years (35 U.S.C. §286)
– Failure to Mark – Only after notified of infringement (35 U.S.C. §287(a))



Are Foreign Patent Rights Available?

National Filings (Paris Convention)

Regional Filings (Paris Convention)
– (e.g., European Patent Office)

Patent Cooperation Treaty
– International Phase
– National and Regional Phase

The Hague System for the International Registration 
of Industrial Designs (May 13, 2015)



Can Patent Rights be Licensed?

Can license all patent rights or a portion of them

Considerations
– Exclusive vs. non-exclusive
– Lump sum payment, running royalties, minimum royalties
– Field of use
– Territory
– Sublicensing
– Prosecution and enforcement rights
– Term
– Country-by-country basis



Patents

Questions?



Trade Secrets

Formula, practice, process, design, instrument, pattern, or 
compilation of information which is not generally known or reasonably 
ascertainable [owner takes reasonable steps to protect] 

Examples
– Coca-Cola Formula

– List of clients

Defend Trade Secrets Act (DTSA) 2016
– Federal cause of action

– Broad definition of trade secret

– Possible seizure

– Whistleblower immunity



Defend Trade Secrets Act

18 U.S.C. §1839(3) as amended by §2(b)(1) of DTSA

(3) the term “trade secret” means all forms and types of financial, business, scientific, 
technical, economic, or engineering information, including patterns, plans, compilations, 
program devices, formulas, designs, prototypes, methods, techniques, processes, 
procedures, programs, or codes, whether tangible or intangible, and whether or how stored, 
compiled, or memorialized physically, electronically, graphically, photographically, or in 
writing if—

(A) the owner thereof has taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret; and

(B) the information derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being 
generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable through proper means by another 
person who can obtain economic value from the disclosure or use of the information;



Trade Secret Rights

Preclude improper acquisition of the trade secret



Trade Secret vs. Patents

Are patent rights even available?

Reverse Engineering (Proper acquisition)

Extend royalty payments

What information is available to the public?

What information do employees need to know?

What precautions are being employed to keep information secret?

What are the benefits of the information?

What are the expenses of developing the information?



Maintaining Trade Secrets

Reasonable efforts to maintain secrecy

– Limit Access (internal and external)

– Agreements

– Employees 



Protections v. misappropriation 

 In addressing whether adequate protections include detection of 
misappropriation, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit stated in 
2014, that reasonable efforts could be met by:

 secrecy-maintenance efforts “includ[ed] imposing confidentiality and 
nondisclosure obligations on ABB employees that have access to 
Turbocharger Trade Secrets, marking documents constituting ABB's 
Turbocharger previous Trade Secrets with confidentiality designations 
and/or other indicia prohibiting the reproduction or dissemination of such 
documents or information previous to third parties, [and] restricting physical 
and electronic access by third parties to ABB's Turbocharger Trade 
Secrets.” 

– ABB Turbo Sys. AG v. TurboUSA, Inc., 113 USPQ2d 1248, 1253 (Fed. Cir. 2014)



Protections v. misappropriation (cont)

The Court continued with respect to whether the 
reasonable efforts required detection of the 
misappropriation 

“But it is simply not implausible that adequate protections 
were in place and yet a series of misappropriations 
occurred without ABB's detection.”

ABB Turbo Sys. AG v. TurboUSA, Inc., 113 USPQ2d
1248, 1253 (Fed. Cir. 2014)



Remedies for Trade Secret Violations

Damages

Profits

Reasonable Royalties

Reverse Engineering Injunction



Trade Secrets

Questions?



Business Scenario 1

Type of Product: Not highly engineered.  Lends itself to 
private labeling.

Example Industry: Promotional goods, original equipment 
manufacturing.

Goal: Create and capture market share by being first 
solution to the market with minimally engineered product.

Price: Low

Margins: Low

Life Cycle: Short

Competition: Low/Unsophisticated



Business Scenario 2

Type of Product: Significant improvement to a highly 
engineered product.

Example Industry: Advanced manufacturing, medical.

Goal: Defend and grow current market share by adding 
significant improvements to current product line 
(established and successful).

Price: High

Margins: High

Life Cycle: Long

Competition: High/Sophisticated



Business Scenario 3

Type of Product: New technology application. 

Example Industry: Transportation, communications.

Goal: Protect speculative R&D technologies while 
evaluating market viability, market partners and technology 
adoption.

Price: Not yet determined, potentially high

Margins: Not yet determined, potentially high

Life Cycle: Potentially long

Competition: Developing/Startups



This presentation is provided as a service to clients and friends of Harter Secrest & Emery LLP. It is intended for general information purposes only and should not
be considered as legal advice. The contents are neither an exhaustive discussion nor do they purport to cover all developments in the area. The reader should
consult with legal counsel to determine how applicable laws relate to specific situations. Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.

Thank you!
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Ahead, Preferred Issue 1999, p. 39. 
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57 ABSTRACT 

A unique painting process and an associated kit including 
the materials required for practicing the method. The method 
includes the acts of preparing a protective covering on a 
work Surface, preparing a background media by placing it on 
the protective covering on the work Surface, placing a 
reservoir on the protective covering, filling the reservoir 
with a paint, dipping the posterior of the infant in the paint, 
and Stamping the posterior on the background media to 
create Stamping prints. The kit of the present invention 
includes a flat, flexible backing piece, a protective cover 
folded into a compact Size attached to the backing piece, a 
plurality of paint bottles attached to the backing piece, a 
plurality of reservoirs attached to the backing piece, a 
plurality of painting tools attached to the backing piece, and 
a plastic cover having a periphery, the plastic cover posi 
tioned over the protective cover, plurality of paint bottles, 
plurality of reservoirs, and plurality of paint brushes, and 
attached around its peripheral edge to the backing piece. 

17 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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PANTING KIT AND RELATED METHOD 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a painting kit and the associated 
method for its use. More particularly, this invention relates 
to a pre-packaged painting kit for use in association with an 
infant's posterior to create highly Stylistic designs on a 
Surface Suitable for display. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The addition of a newborn infant to a family inspires 
feelings of nostalgia and the related desire to create a lasting 
remembrance of the child's infancy. There are many ways to 
create this lasting remembrance, including bronzing a baby 
shoe, photography, Videography, and making hand and feet 
prints. These types of products Satisfy the need of a 
remembrance, but are all either utilitarian or unfinished in 
nature, and are very recognizable as mementos. 

The existing types of remembrances are easily recogniz 
able as just that—a whole or part of a baby or infant used to 
create a lasting impression. There is no known kit available, 
or method associated therewith, to assist in creating a 
remembrance that results in a fine art end product which is 
not easily recognized as merely a remembrance. 

It is with these goals in mind that the instant invention was 
created. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a unique painting proceSS 
and a painting kit used to practice the process. The proceSS 
includes the preparation of a protective covering on a work 
Surface, placing a background media to be painted on the 
protective covering, placing a reservoir on the protective 
covering, filling the reservoir with paint, dipping the poste 
rior of the infant in the paint, and Stamping the painted 
posterior on the background media to create a finished 
product. 

The kit of the present invention includes a flat, flexible 
backing piece (Such as cardboard), a protective cover folded 
into a compact size and positioned on the backing piece, a 
plurality of paint bottles positioned on the backing piece, a 
plurality of reservoirs positioned on the backing piece, a 
plurality of painting tools positioned on the backing piece, 
and a transparent plastic Sheet covering the protective cover 
and plurality of paint bottles, reservoirs and painting tools, 
and attached around its peripheral edge to the backing piece. 
In more detail, a background media portion can also be 
included on the backing piece and under the plastic cover 
ing. 

Other aspects, features and details of the present invention 
can be more completely understood by reference to the 
following detailed description of a preferred embodiment, 
taken in conjunction with the drawings, and from appended 
claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The file of this patent contains at least one photograph 
executed in color. Copies of this patent with color photo 
graph will be provided by the Patent and Trademark Office 
upon request and payment of the necessary fee. 

FIG. 1 is a color photograph of a finished product 
obtained by practicing the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart representing the steps of the method 
of the present invention. 
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2 
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of an alternative embodiment of the 

method of practicing the present invention resulting in a 
finished product like that shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a plan view of a painting kit of the present 
invention with which the method of FIGS. 2 and 3 may be 
practiced. 

FIG. 5 is an exploded view of the painting kit shown in 
FIG. 4. 

FIG. 6 is a plan view of an alternative embodiment of a 
painting kit of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE 

INVENTION 

The present invention is directed at a method of creating 
unique and distinctive products in which paint is applied to 
the posterior of an infant and an impression of the infant's 
posterior is made upon a prepared Surface by Stamping the 
painted posterior on the prepared Surface. In a preferred 
embodiment of the product created with the method of the 
present invention, the prepared Surface or background media 
is a sheet of poster board onto which multiple impressions 
of the infant's posterior are Stamped to create an abstract 
work of art. In an alternative embodiment, the prepared 
Surface is a t-shirt onto which one or more impressions of the 
infant's posterior are placed. Preferably, articles used to 
practice the method of the present invention are packaged in 
a kit, for convenient use. 
A painting 10 made by practicing the method of the 

present invention is shown in FIG.1. Painting 10 consists of 
individual impressions 12 of an infant's posterior arranged 
in an abstract design, with each impression being generally 
heart-shaped. A plurality of impressions are made by apply 
ing paint to an infant's posterior and “stamping the painted 
posterior onto a prepared Surface (or background media). It 
may be appreciated that the orientation of each individual 
impression is Selected to obtain a desired end result. If 
desired, other elements may be added to the painting using 
a paint brush or other implement. 
More particularly, unique products are created in accor 

dance with the method steps shown in FIG. 2, by first 
preparing a Surface (step 22), dipping the posterior of an 
infant in a shallow reservoir of paint (Step 24), and Stamping 
the paint-covered posterior on the Surface (step 26). The 
dipping and Stamping StepS 24 and 26 are repeated Several 
times until the desired density, placement and color combi 
nation of impressions are made. Most preferably, the infant 
is at most six months old. Six months of age or younger is 
preferable because the infant is not too active and can be 
handled more easily than an older infant. A more detailed 
method is shown in FIG. 3, and includes the steps of 
preparing the covering, preparing the background media, 
preparing the paints, dipping the posterior of the infant, 
Stamping the posterior of the infant on the background 
media, and after drying, spraying the fixative on the paint. 
The Steps of dipping and Stamping can be repeated as often 
as desired, with the optional Step of cleaning the infant's 
posterior when changing paint colors. 

Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5, when practicing the 
method of the present invention, it is desirable to utilize a 
plastic, paper or cloth protective covering 31, preferably 
approximately 4'x4', to protect the floor, carpet or other work 
Surface from paint. Protective covering 31 can be larger or 
Smaller depending on the work Surface on which the method 
is performed. While a plastic covering is preferred, butcher 
paper is also acceptable. Newspaper can be used but is not 
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preferred, because it increases the chances of Smudging any 
final work product. 

The method of the present invention is most preferably 
practiced with at least one shallow reservoir 32 containing 
paint into which the infant's posterior is dipped. While 
reservoir 32 may be a bowl, pie tin, baking pan or plate 
shaped reservoir, most preferably reservoir 32 is a plastic 
plate of approximately 104 to 10%" in diameter. Although 
plastic plates are preferred, paper plates can also be used. 
Plate shaped reservoirs 32 are preferred because the paint 
easily spreads in a consistently thin layer over the Surface of 
the plate, with the circumferential upper extending lip of the 
plate maintaining the paint inside the plate. However, the lip 
of Such plates do not extend So high as to interfere with the 
application of the paint to the infant's posterior during 
dipping. More than one reservoir 32 should be used if a 
plurality of different colored impressions are to be made. 

Finger paints 33, especially non-toxic brands Such as 
Palmer paints, Crayola, or Rich Art, are preferred. 
The surface 34 (FIG. 1) to be painted is preferably poster 

board at least 4" thick. While thinner poster board or other 
Surface could be used, it has been found that poster board 
having the '4" thickness is sufficiently rigid to withstand the 
Stamping proceSS, is easily manipulated, thereby reducing 
Smudging, and may be matted and framed, if desired. White 
or off-white poster board is preferable since it allows virtu 
ally any color combination of paint. Colored poster board 
can also be used if desired. The Size of the background 
media has no limitation other than what is practicable. It has 
been found that 20"x30" sheets of poster board, which are 
readily available in most Stores, are easily handled and may 
be framed. 

A painting tool 35, Such as a Small paintbrush or a Small 
poly-brush (artists) sponge on a Stick handle, may be used 
to spread or mix paint on the plate. One brush or Sponge 
should be available for each color of paint. Preferably, if a 
poly-brush Sponge is used, the Sponge should have a size of 
approximately 1"x2" or 2"x2". 

Further, it is advantageous to have cleaning materials 
available, such as baby wipes available under the brand 
name Chubs or Huggies. A clean, dry diaper should also be 
available. 
The method of the present invention may be practiced on 

any large flat Surface, Such as a floor or table where the 
background media can be fully Supported in a flat, horizontal 
manner and all sides easily accessed. Initially, the work area 
is covered is covered with protective covering 31. Back 
ground media 34 is then centered on protective covering 31. 
Positioning background media 34 in the center of protective 
covering 31 helps minimize the Splattering of paint onto the 
work Surface. 

The painting materials are then prepared. First, reservoirs 
32, Such as paper plates, are positioned on protective cov 
ering 31. Reservoirs 32 serve as a palate for paints 33, and 
one paper plate should be used for each color. Next, paint 33 
is poured into reservoirs 32 to a depth /16" to /s". Filling 
reservoirs 32 with paint 33 over vs" deep results is an 
unnecessarily messy process, while underfilling reservoirs 
32 with paint 33 below /16" deep does not allow for repeated 
dipping and Stamping. Paint 33 may be distributed evenly in 
reservoirs 32 with a small paint brush 35 or artist's sponge. 

The infant's posterior is then dipped into a reservoir 32 
and covered with paint 33. It is desirable to roll the infant 
Slightly for good coverage. There are two different ways to 
hold the infant to obtain desirable dipping results. If the 
infant has good head and neck control, the infant can be 
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positioned facing away from the adult, who Securely grasps 
each of the infant's thighs with one hand, gently pressing the 
thighs together. The infant's body should rest against the 
forearms and elbows of the adult. The posterior of the infant 
can then be dipped into the reservoir. If the infant does not 
have good neck and head control, then the infant's head and 
neck should be Supported with one hand, while placing the 
other hand under the infant's thighs. In this position, the 
infant's posterior is dipped into the reservoir and covered 
with paint. 

The painted posterior is then Stamped or pressed on the 
background media 34. It is preferable to roll the infant’s 
posterior slightly when in contact with the background 
media to create a clear print 12. If the infant is held in the 
first manner described above, the infant is rolled gently 
forward, away from the adult, for an optimal print. If the 
infant is held in the Second manner described above, an 
optimal posterior print is obtained by rolling the infant either 
forward or Side to Side, depending on the orientation of the 
infant with respect to the adult. 
The posterior of the baby is then cleaned with a wipe. 

Thereafter, the dipping, Stamping and cleaning Steps may be 
repeated to obtain a desired result. It can be readily appre 
ciated that the prints can be placed in a random or regular 
pattern. For example, all prints may be oriented in one 
direction. The prints may appear to be hearts, flowers, other 
objects or an abstract design. 

It is not necessary to let one color or Stamp dry before 
proceeding to the next color Stamp. The bleeding of one 
color into another can be part of the effect of the end result. 
If a runny look is desired, then the reservoir should be filled 
to a greater depth with paint. If a Splotchy effect is desired, 
less paint should be placed in the reservoir. 

Optionally, the printed product may be treated with a 
fixative agent in preferably spray form. A Suitable fixative 
agent is a no odor matte fixative offered under the trade 
name Blair. The fixative Sets the paint after drying. 

Materials for practicing the method of the presented are 
presented in kit form, as shown in FIGS. 4, 5 and 6. The 
preferred kit 40 shown in FIGS. 4 and 5 a plastic sheet floor 
covering 31, a plurality of plate reservoirs 32 to hold the 
paint 33, a plurality of paint colorS 33 for use, and a painting 
tool 35, Such as a paint brush, one for each plate. 
Alternatively, the paint brush could be replaced with the 
poly-sponge, or a combination of paint brushes or poly 
Sponges could be included. A Section of background media 
36, Such as poster board, is also included in the kit. 

The package 40 for holding each of the materials to form 
the kit can include a blister pack, which has a cardboard, 
flexible backing piece 38 with instructions and illustrations 
on the back Side thereof, and the required materials denoted 
above positioned on and attached to the front side of the 
backing piece. The materials are Secured to backing piece 38 
either by a shaped-conforming or rectangular plastic cover 
39 fixed around its perimeter edge to the backing piece, Such 
as by an adhesive material or staples. Plastic cover 39 is 
clear and allows the potential purchaser to view each of the 
materials easily. Advertisements and other information can 
be positioned on the plastic cover or the front Surface of the 
backing piece. Backing piece 38 can have any shape, but is 
preferably rectangular. A hanging hole 41 having an elon 
gated laterally extending slot with a bite formed in its upper 
edge is found on the top edge of backing piece 38. 
The orientation of the materials in package 40 is impor 

tant for drawing the attention of the potential purchaser, and 
also for the efficient use of Space, which reduces costs and 
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increases density of packing on shelves. Preferably, in the 
top row of the package protective cover 31 is folded and 
positioned on the left portion of the top row, as shown in 
FIG.4, and the plurality of paint bottles 33 are aligned in the 
right portion of the top row. Any number of paint bottles 33 
could be included, however, preferably three paint bottles 33 
are included to allow for a variety of uses and colors. In the 
Second row of the package, a plurality of Stacked plates 32 
are positioned in the center of the Second row with the paint 
brushes 35, one for each plate, positioned on either side of 
the plates. Plates 32 are stacked for efficient use of space. In 
the third row of the package, background media 34, Such as 
poster board, is positioned. Packages can be made to either 
include or exclude the poster board as is desired for efficient 
Shelf space usage and different product offerings. The back 
ground material could also be positioned between the paint 
bottles 33, reservoirs 32, protective cover 31 and paint 
brushes and the backing piece 38. This would help minimize 
the size of the package. 

FIG. 5 shows an exploded view of the materials in the 
package 40 which forms the kit. Plastic cover 39 is attached 
to backing piece 38 at its curved periphery 42. Periphery 
portion 42 layS flat against backing piece 38 for a Secure 
attachment. 

FIG. 6 shows the same package as FIG. 5 with the poster 
board excluded. This allows the package to take up leSS Shelf 
Space, and provides an alternative to the full complement 
package. 

The package could take different forms if desired, Such as 
being enclosed in a brief-case type structure for portability 
and ease of repeated use. 
By practicing the inventive method set forth above, the 

user can create an attractive remembrance of a baby, which 
also doubles as a painting which warrants life-long display. 
The result is a unique, intriguing product that is virtually 
unidentifiable as being a remembrance of a baby. The kit 
created to Support the practice of the method of the present 
invention includes all the material required for practicing the 
method in a convenient, cost-effective, and Space efficient 
package. 

Although the present invention has been described with a 
degree of particularity, it is understood that the present 
disclosure has been made by way of example, and changes 
in detail or Structure may be made without departing from 
the Spirit of the invention, as defined in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A method of painting on a work Surface using the 

posterior of an infant Said method comprising the acts of: 
preparing a protective covering on the work Surface; 
preparing the background media by placing it on Said 

protective covering on the work Surface; 
placing a reservoir on Said protective covering; 
filling the reservoir with a paint; 
dipping the posterior of the infant in Said paint, and 
Stamping the posterior on Saidbackground media to create 

Stamping prints. 
2. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein: 
Said dipping and Said Stamping Steps are repeated in 

Sequence. 
3. A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising the 

act of: 

Spraying a fixative agent on Said background material to 
Set said Stamping prints. 
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4. A method as defined in claim 2, further comprising the 

act of: 

Spraying a fixative agent on Said background material to 
Set Said Stamping prints. 

5. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein said filling step 
further comprises: 

filling said reservoir with paint to a depth of between 1/16" 
of an inch to /8" th of an inch. 

6. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein Said filling Step 
further comprises: 

filling said reservoir with paint to a depth less than %" of 
an inch. 

7. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein said filling step 
further comprises: 

filling Said reservoir with paint to a depth greater than 
/16th of an inch. 

8. A package kit containing articles for painting using the 
posterior of an infant, Said package kit containing: 

a flat, flexible backing piece; 
a protective cover folded into a compact size attached to 

Said backing piece; 
a plurality of paint bottles attached to Said backing piece; 
a plurality of reservoirs attached to Said backing piece; 
a plurality of painting tools attached to Said backing piece; 
a plastic cover having a periphery, Said plastic cover 

positioned over Said protective cover, plurality of paint 
bottles, plurality of reservoirs, and plurality of paint 
brushes, and attached around its peripheral edge to Said 
backing piece. 

9. A kit as defined in claim 8, further comprising: 
background media attached to Said backing piece and 

under Said cover. 
10. Akitas defined in claim 8, wherein said painting tools 

are paintbrushes. 
11. Akit as defined in claim 8, wherein Said painting tools 

are poly-brushes. 
12. Akit as defined in claim 8, wherein Said painting tools 

are a combination of poly-brushes and paint brushes. 
13. A kit as defined in claim 8, wherein said plurality of 

reservoirs comprise a plurality of plates. 
14. A kit as defined in claim 13, wherein said plates are 

Stacked for efficiency Space usage. 
15. A kit as defined in claim 8, wherein: 
Said backing piece is partitioned into two rows, each row 

having a left, center and right portions, and wherein: 
Said protective cover is positioned in the left portion of 

said first row; 
Said plurality of paint bottles are positioned in Said right 

portion of Said first row, 
Said plurality of reservoirs are positioned in Said center 

of Said Second row; 
Said plurality of painting tools are positioned partially 
on in the left portion and partially in the right portion 
of Said Second row. 

16. A kit as defined in claim 15, further comprising: 
a third row; and 
a background media positioned in Said third row. 
17. A kit as defined in claim 15, wherein said backing 

piece is rectangular. 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

A unique painting process and an associated kit including 
the materials required for practicing the method. The method 
includes the acts of preparing a protective covering on a 
work Surface, preparing a background media by placing it on 
the protective covering on the work Surface, placing a 
reservoir on the protective covering, filling the reservoir 
with a paint, dipping the posterior of the infant in the paint, 
and stamping the posterior on the background media to 
create stamping prints. The kit of the present invention 
includes a flat, flexible backing piece, a protective cover 
folded into a compact size attached to the backing piece, a 
plurality of paint bottles attached to the backing piece, a 
plurality of reservoirs attached to the backing piece, a 
plurality of painting tools attached to the backing piece, and 
a plastic cover having a periphery, the plastic cover posi 
tioned over the protective cover, plurality of paint bottles, 
plurality of reservoirs, and plurality of paint brushes, and 
attached around its peripheral edge to the backing piece. 
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EX PARTE 
REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE 
ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307 

THE PATENT IS HEREBY AMENDED AS 
INDICATED BELOW. 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appeared in the 
patent, but has been deleted and is no longer a part of the 
patent; matter printed in italics indicates additions made 
to the patent. 

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN 
DETERMINED THAT: 

Claims 1-15 are cancelled. 

Claims 16 and 17 are determined to be patentable as 
amended. 

New claim 18 is added and determined to be patentable. 

16. A kit as defined in claim 1518, further comprising: 
a third row; and 
background media positioned in said third row. 
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17. Akitas defined in claim 1518, wherein said backing 

piece is rectangular. 
18. A package kit containing articles for painting using 

the posterior of an infant, said package kit containing: 
a flat, flexible backing piece partitioned into two rows, 

each row having a left, center and right portions, 
a protective cover folded into a compact size, said pro 

tective cover attached to said backing piece and posi 
tioned in said left position of said first row, 

a plurality of paint bottles attached to said backing piece 
and positioned in said right portion of said first row, 

a plurality of reservoirs attached to said backing piece 
and positioned in said center of said second row, 

a plurality of painting tools attached to said backing piece 
and positioned partially in the left portion and partially 
in the right portion of said second row, and 

a plastic cover having a periphery, said plastic cover 
positioned over said protective cover; plurality of paint 
bottles, plurality of reservoirs, and 

plurality of paint brushes, and attached around its periph 
eral edge to said backing piece. 
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